Detection and characterization of a functional insertion sequence, ISVpa2, in Vibrio parahaemolyticus.
PCR analysis of the pandemic strain of Vibrio parahaemolyticus, KX-V237 (total genome sequenced) showed a subculture where the size of the amplicons had increased. The purpose of this study was to analyze the mechanism of this change. We found a 1,243-bp DNA sequence inserted in one of the pandemic marker genes in this strain. The inserted DNA sequence possessed the genetic structures shared by insertion sequences (ISs) of the IS3 family. This IS had 26-bp imperfect terminal inverted repeats (IRs) and two partially overlapping reading frames, orfA and orfB. OrfA codes for a helix-turn-helix, OrfA and OrfAB produced by translational frameshifting code for leucine zipper motifs, and OrfB codes for a DDE motif. orfA and orfB were homologous to those in the IS3 family. This IS was named ISVpa2. Southern blot analysis showed the copy number of ISVpa2 in our stock culture and its subculture of KX-V237 was three and four, respectively; whereas it was only one in the reported genome sequence. Analysis of the flanking sequences for seven ISVpa2 copies showed ISVpa2 is capable of inserting at multiple sites and ISVpa2 causes genetic rearrangements including insertional inactivation of the target gene and adjacent deletion. ISVpa2 created 3-base duplications upon insertion. PCR, hybridization, and nucleotide sequence analyses showed ISVpa2 homologs were detected in all of the 62 other strains of V. parahaemolyticus examined; and in some strains of Vibrio vulnificus (98% identity), Vibrio penaeicida (86% identity), and Vibrio splendidus (87% identity); but was not in 25 other species in the genus Vibrio. The data demonstrate that ISVpa2 is a transpositionally active IS discovered for the first time in V. parahaemolyticus and suggest that ISVpa2 may be transferred among the species of the genus Vibrio.